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Interlayering and interlayer slip in biotite as seenby HRTEM
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Abstract
Interlayering, slip, and cleavagephenomenahave been observed using high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy in tectonically deformed biotite. The unit mica layers
and the positions of the interlayer cations can be imaged with this technique. From the
observations, we conclude first that slip and cleavageoccur in the interlayer level of the
structure.The biotite showspartial interlayersof brucite-likesheets,which form, with the
adjacent talc-like layers of the mica, single chlorite layers interstratified in the mica
structure. From structural and physical considerations,brucite interlayering is interpreted
here as a "brucitization" of an interlayer level of the mica where partial slip or cleavagehas
previously occurred. It is an example of a chemical process at the atomic scale (local
chloritization of the mica) favored bv deformation microstructures.

Introduction
Transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM) has revealed
recently the intercalation ofisolated l4A-thick chlorite or
smectite layers in sericite and biotite (McKee and Buseck, 1978;Pageand Wenk, 1979;IliimaandZhtt,1982).
Veblen and Buseck (1980,l98l) have observed,in highresolution images, the partial interlayering of a brucitelike sheet (-54 thick) in talc (9.34 spacing). In the
presentstudy, high-resolutionTEM (HRTEM) is used to
describe partial interstratification of a brucite-like sheet
in the mica structure. Showing that slip in micas occurs in
the interlayer level, we suggestthat brucite interlayering
forms here by "brucitization" of an interlayer level of the
mica occurring after an interlayer partial slip or a cleavage.
The micasstudiedare biotitesbelongingto the Bormes
gneisses(Maures massif, Var, France). The origin of this
formation is interpreted as an intrusive granite (Tempier
et al., 1980). The whole massif has been a"ffectedby a
Barrovian syntectonic progressive metamorphismof caledonianand/or hercynian age. Bormes gneisseswere in
the mesozone.The tectonic history is characterizedby
generationsof early tight folds and later open and chev0003-004)083/0708-0754$02.
00

ron-type folds (for details on the tectonics in the epizonal
terranes, see Olives and Fonteilles, 1980).Our gneiss
sample has been affected by centimetric chevron folds
(with axial plane dipping northeastward) and the micas
have been deformed(bent and kinked) by thesefolds.
Technique
The HRTEM images which give most structural information are obtained with micas having their basal plane
parallel to the electron beam (see the next section). The
basal plane of micas being statistically parallel to the
gneissfoliation, we have started with conventional petrographic thin sections perpendicular to the axis (on the
foliation) of the chevron folds. The sectionswere mounted with Lakeside cement. Copper grids or rings 2-3 mm
in diameter were glued to the rock slice with Araldite on
mica zones selected with the optical microscope. The
rock was then removed from the slide glass by heating
until the Lakeside became fluid. The samples were
thinned in an argon ion miller at low beam incidence
angles.We have used a JEM l00C microscope operating
at 100 kV with an objective lens of spherical aberration
coefficient 1.7 mm and an objective aperture of 35 pm.
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imagecontrast(bright fringes)and structure(low density
of atoms in the interlayerlevel) are concordant.
xx
If the mica is orientedin sucha way that a close-packed
C
ox xx
row of interlayer cations (for example, the vertical direcx@
C
tion in Fig. 1) is parallelto the electronbeam,and under
certain microscopeexperimentalconditions, the bright
,15A.
. 15 A ,
O
fringes are discontinuous and consist of bright spots
O
periodicallyspaced4.54 apart(Fig. 5). The most reasonlayerslagger
partialslip
interlayer
bruciteinierlayering
able structural interpretation of these spots is that they
a
b
c
correspond to the "channels" (low electron density)
Fig. l. Centersofhexagonsoftwo tetrahedralsheetsT1 and
T2 in different structural arrangements(projection onto the basal situatedbetweentwo consecutiveclose-packedrows of
plane): white circles-centers of hexagons of Tr; dashed interlayer cations (Iiiima and Buseck, 1978;Amouric et
al., 1978).The shift betweenthe spotson two successive
circles-possible positions for centers of hexagonsof T2, if Tr
Ievels should therefore represent the layer stagger proand T2 arejoined by an octahedral sheet O and form a talc layer
jected onto the imageplane which is 0 or t l.5A (seeFig.
T1-O-T2; black circles-possible positions for centers of
hexagonsofT2, ifTl and T, are separatedby an interlayerlevel
la and supposethe imageplaneto be horizontal),and this
with partial slip in this level; crosses-possible positions for
has been confirmedin HRTEM images(authorsreferred
centersof hexagonsof T2, if T1 and T2 are separatedby a brucite
to above).We shalluseherethe "channel interpretation"
sheet.
of spots, as it leads us to a consistentunderstandingof
brucite interlayering.

@

o

o

Imageswith optimum defocus were selectedfrom image
seriestaken at successiveexperimentaldefocus values
from -800 to -12004.
Mica structure imaging
The mica structure consists of talc-like layers (T-O-T
Iayerswhere T are tetrahedral sheetsand O an octahedral
sheet)alternatingwith planesof potassiumions (interlayer level).The distancebetweentwo consecutiveinterlayer levels is approximately tOA. Tetrahedral sheets are
formed by hexagons of tetrahedra, each tetrahedron
belonging to three hexagons and occupying a central
position relative to them: centers of tetrahedra are representedby black circles in Figure lb and the centersof
hexagonsby white circles (for details on mica structure,
see Smith and Yoder, 1956).The interlayer cations project onto the centersof hexagons.The centersof hexagons of two tetrahedralsheetsT1 and T2 of a talc layer
T1-O-T2 (or the corresponding interlayer cations) are
shiftedrelativeto one anotherby a "layer stagger"which
is the vectorjoining a white circle to a neighboringdashed
circle in Figure la.
Bright-field HRTEM images of micas in which the
layers are parallel to the electron beam direction generally show dark bands separatedby thin bright fringes of
l0A periodicity (see Figs. 2-4). Great care is neededin
the interpretation of image contrast, which is affected by
dynamical diffraction and may have no direct structural
interpretation (Amouric et al., l98l). In our images,
obtained at an optimum defocus, we have frequently
notedpartial microcleavages.
The microcleavages
always
terminatein a bright fringe (Fig. 2). Deville and Goldsztaub (1969) have shown that cleavage occurs in the
interlayer level. Thus, we conclude that the thin bright
fringes correspondto interlayer levels. In this case, the

Interlayer slip
Bendingand kinking ofour micas have been produced
by intracrystallinebasal slip. In general, since the first
observationsof Silk and Barnes (1961),crystal defects
suchas dislocationsor planardefectshavebeenknown to
lie on basalplanes.However, their exact localization-at
the scale of interatomic distances-remains undetermined. Two regions,the interlayerlevel and the octahedral sheet,have been suggested(Caslavskyand Vedam,
1970;Sitarekand Becherer,1974;Belland Wilson, 1977).
Although much information can be obtained with conventional TEM (see Bell and Wilson, 1981),only structure
imagingusing HRTEM is able to solve such questions.
Figure 2 shows a microcleavageof unsymmetric shape
which hasbeenproducedby basalslip. This imageshows
clearly that slip has occurred in the sameatomic plane as
cleavage, that is to say in the interlayer level. This
observation and the knowledge of Burgers vectors of
partial defects (by the authors referred to immediately
above) lead to the interpretation of partial basal slip as a
definitedisplacementbetweenthe two tetrahedralsheets
T1 and T2 separatedby the interlayerlevel (Caslavskyand
Vedam, 1970).The shift is one of the vectorsjoining a

Fig. 2. Limited microcleavage
in mica producedby basalslip
in the interlayerlevel.
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Fig. 3. Partial interlayeringof a brucite-likesheet. a: the brucite layer extendsbetweenP and P'. b: enlargementof region P
showing that the brucite layer is situated between two talclike layers of the mica and terminates in the interlayer level.

white circle to a black one in Figure lb. Due to the
rearrangementof interlayer cations relative to the basal
oxygensof T1 and T2, the interlayer sheet is expanded
and the cohesion energy for this level is lowered (the
loweringofthis cohesionenergydependson the arrangement of interlayer cations and might reach I J/m2 as a
maximum value; see Olives and de Fouquet, 1982).
Brucite interlayering
Observation
HRTEM imagesshow the presenceof isolatedpartial
layers interstratified in the mica structure (Fig. 3). Figure
3b showsthat theselayers are situatedbetweentwo talclike layers of the mica and terminate in the interlayer
level. This pair of talc layers is limited by two interlayer
Ievels,the distancebetweenwhich increasesfrom 20A in
the normal structure to 24+0.5A (measuredon several
images)in the interstratifiedstructure. It is most likely,
therefore, that the extra layer is a brucite-like sheet,
which forms, with one of the two adjacent talc-like
sheets,a singlechlorite layer. From a structuralpoint of
view, the interstratificationis equivalentto the replacement of a plane of interlayer cations by a brucite-like
sheet.
Intercalated brucite layers are easily damagedby ion
and electron beam irradiation (during ion thinning of the
specimenand during TEM observation).Figure 4 shows
two brucite sheets strongly damaged, but a slight grey
contrastis still presentin the positionsof the sheets.In
Figure 5, no grey contrast occurs; the brucite layer has

been completelydestroyed.What remainsunchangedin
all casesis the distance of 244 between the interlayer
levels limiting the slab talc-brucite-talc.
Despite the destructionof the brucite sheet, Figure 5
provides precise information on the structure of the
interlayer levels of the mica (see "Mica structureimaging"), which is in this casea biotite of lM type. The shift
betweenthe spotsof two interlayerlevels separatedby a
talc-like layer is always zero. This absence of shift
correspondsto layer staggersparallelto one another(lM
stacking sequence)and perpendicular to the image plane
(i.e., perpendicularto [00]). Only the staggersof the two
talc layers adjacent to the (destroyed) brucite sheet
cannot be determinedfrom the imageFigure 5. Nevertheless, they are most likely identical to those of adjacent
talc layers. Consideringthe spots situatedon either side
of the brucite sheet,the image-shows
that they are shifted
relativeto one anotherby 1.5A.Thus, the two tetrahedral
sheetsadjacent to the brucite sheet are probably shifted
by 1.5A.

Fig. 4. Two interstratified brucite sheets in mica structure,
damagedby ion and electron beam irradiation.
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The relative dispositionof the oxygensOr, O+, and 05
(or the equivalent Os, Oz, and Oo) projected onto the
basalplane is shown in Figure 6 (seeBrown and Bailey,
1962).This figure showsthat the oxygen plane 05 (alternatively Od is shiftedrelative to Or (alternativelyOs)by
a vector l, which is equal to one third of one of the
vectorsjoining two neighboringcentersof the hexagons.
As the brucite sheet is of octahedralstructure, the two
oxygen planes 05 and 06 are shifted by a vector of the
sametypg as x-. Consequentl,y,
the Jhilt between03 and
08 (O3O8 : OrOs + 0506 + O6Os) may be either
0'or a vector of the type x-. In Figure lb, the 03 ox|gens
are representedby black circles, and white circles when
situated at the centers of the hexagons;the possible
positionsfor 08 oxygens are indicated by crosses(Fig.
lc). Let us denote respectively T1 and T2 the two
tetrahedral sheets (3)T(4) and (7)T(8) adjacent to the
brucite sheet.Then, the white circles in Figure lc represent the centersof hexagonsof T1 and the crossesthe
possiblepositionsfor those of Tz (sinceeach 03 oxygen
may be a center of hexagonof T2).
If the image plane is horizontal in Figure lc, the
apparentshift betweentwo tetrahedralsheetsseparated
i1.54. These apparent
Fig. 5. Imageof a lM biotiteviewedalong[100]or [100]. by a brucite layer will be 0 or
"Channels"between
theinterlayercationsareimagedas bright shifts are the same as those due to layer stagger(see
spotsof4.5A spacing.
Theinterstratified
brucitesheethasbeen "Mica structureimaging"). In the caseof a brucite layer
completelydestroyedby ion-electronbeamirradiation.The interstratifiedin the mica structure,the shift betweenthe
upperinterlayerlevelsareshiftedtowardtherightrelativeto the two interlayerlevels limiting the slab talc-brucite-talc is
loweronesby 1.5A.
the sum of three vectors: the staggersof the two talc
layers and the shift between the two tetrahedralsheets
adjacentto the brucite layer; each of thesevectors has a
Stacking structure talc-brucite-talc
projectiononto the imageplaneof 0 or t 1.5A.Therefore,
-*1.5A. The
The intercalation structure of a brucite layer between the total apparent shift will be also 0 or
measured
value
of
l.5A
in
Figure
5
is,
in
all cases,
two talc layers can be deduced from the chlorite strucconsistent
with
this
structural
interpretation.
ture, in which talc-like layers (T-O-T) and brucite-like
layers (B) are alternately superimposed,with hydrogen
ions between these layers. Each sheet, T, O, or B, is
Discussion
limited by two oxygen planes, and these may be numIn Figure 5, the shift of 1.5A probablyinvolvesthe two
beredfrom I to 10 as follows:
tetrahedralsheetsTq and T2 adjacentto the brucite sheet.
With referenceto Figure lc (with the imageplane hori(l)r(2)o(3)r(4)-(5)B(6)-(7)r(8)O(e)r(
I 0).
zontal), the T2 positions must belong to one of the two
vertical rows of crossesdistant by l.5A from the T1
oo
positions. Of all the possible positions, two particular
tOt
ones (indicated by black circles in Fig. lb) may be
ooooo
producedby partial slip betweentwo tetrahedralsheets
Qx{,!-)xQ
adjacentto an interlayer level.
oo
oo
Since the micas of the Bormes gneissesare deformed
rox
€)
and the interstratifiedbrucite-like layers are partial and
ooo
isolated, we propose that the interlayeringwithin these
,t1)
micas is derived from pre-existingdeformationdefects.
o05) {06
We have shownthat slip in micasoccursin the interlayer
o04lorl07
level, and that partial slip producesan expansionof the
,031 108
interlayer sheetand reducesthe cohesionenergy of this
(J Centers
of hexagons
level. Consequently,diffusionwithin this level shouldbe
Fig. 6. Talc-brucite stacking structure: basal projection of
highly facilitated and a "brucitization" process(equivathe successiveoxygenplanes(seetext).
lent to a chloritization)may occur in the limited regionof
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the interlayer planar defect. Interlayer cations are substituted by a brucite-like sheet. Structurally, as noted
above, this substitution requires no shift (except normal
to the layers) betweenthe two parts of the mica separated
by the brucitization zone. Figure lc shows that another
process is structurally possible: brucitization after a
cleavage.Indeed, after cleavage,the centers of T2 hexagons coincide (on a basal projection) with those of T1.
Thus, in this position, a brucite sheet may be intercalated
between T1 and T2 (crosseswill then coincide with white
circles).
We interpret the image in Figure 5 to representbrucitization after partial slip. More generally, we can conclude
that brucitization after an interlayer partial slip or cleavage (via deformationprocesses)is a possiblemechanism
for brucite interlayering in micas.
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